Plot Plan / Plans and Specifications Submission

This affidavit must be completed and returned with the plot plan drawing below.

A site and/or plot plan(s) will be drawn to scale showing the location, dimensions and height of proposed buildings, structures, or uses and any existing buildings in relation to property right-of-way, width of right-of-way, easements and sight triangles. If the application relates to property, which is to be scheduled to be developed in subsequent stages, such plans shall show the relationship of the portion scheduled for initial development to the proposed layout of the entire property. A site and or plot plan(s) drawn with approximate dimensions are the sole responsibility of the property owner/applicant who can and will be held accountable for submission of incorrect information relative to plans and dimensions.

Signed: ____________________________________________

Owner/Applicant

Date: ________________________________

Updated form: October 2020
Outline the shape of the building lot, show dimensions and locate north point. Outline building to be constructed, designate any other building on the same plot, show dimensions, show set back of front yard, rear yard and side yards, and locate water well, sanitary sewer system and driveways.